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What is it for?

What resources do I need?

The aim of this session is to:
P equip Leaders with the skills and knowledge to involve
Easy
Made effectively
participants
and communicate with parents
and Preparing
anning
whenPltaking
girls and young women abroad.

You will need the resources below to run this session:
P this Trainers’ Resource

The objectives of this session are to enable participants to:
P consider kit and equipment for various trips

P handout sheets provided later in this document or
available to download from the Girlguiding website. You
will need to print or photocopy additional copies of the
worksheets where required. Please note that all the
handout sheets can be printed as A3 if required

P acquire skills and information to aid fundraising

P PowerPoint slides
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P plan briefing weekends and parents’ meetings

P projector and screen
P flipchart, marker pens and stand
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P laptop.
It would also be useful to have the following resources from
Trading Service available:
P Going Away With Scheme (order code 6478)

Who is it for?
This session is for Leaders who want to learn about
coordinating a residential event involving travelling
overseas.

P Going Away With Guiding (order code 6045)
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P Health Matters (order code 6454).
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e hours to run. The other two
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takes
Travelling Abroad… Made Easy sessions and the Further
Afield session also take two hours each. If you wish to run
this session and any of the others together you may need to
remove some activities, eg icebreakers and introductions
and add in some breaks.
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Group discussion

Distribute handouts to participants

Flipchart required

Icebreaker activity

Group activity

PowerPoint slide to be shown
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Session overview
Topic title

Duration
in minutes
(approx)

Resources

Aims and objectives

1. Introduction

10

PowerPoint

Informing participants of the session objectives
Introducing yourself and participants to each
other

2. Participants

10

3. Parents

15

Flipchart
Pens

Discussing how to involve and communicate with
parents

4. Kit list

15

Kit list and destination
cards
PowerPoint

Discussing what is appropriate to take on guiding
trips to different countries and what needs to be
taken into consideration

5. Fundraising and
finance

20

Flipchart
Pens
Guide to Fundraising
in the Community (see
session plan)

Presenting ideas on raising money to fund an
international trip

6. Culture

30

Custom cards
Culture shock scenarios
Flipchart
Pens

Thinking about local cultures, traditions and
customs

7. Planning a briefing
weekend

10

Flipchart
Pens

Coming up with ideas of what to include for a
briefing weekend

8. Summary

10

Discovering how to involve and communicate
with the participants

Giving a summary of the session

Session plan
1. Introduction (Duration: 10 mins)

Activities/
resources

SAY:

Slide 1

Welcome participants to the Participants and Parents session of the
Travelling Abroad programme.

EXPLAIN:

The aim and objectives of the session and how it fits into the Travelling
Abroad training programme.

EXPLAIN:

Introduce the icebreaker ‘If I could take only one object abroad with me…’.

Slides 2,
3 and 4

Each participant should say who she is, where she is from, the section
she works with and what object she would take with her when travelling
abroad, and why.
SAY:

By the end of this session participants will be better equipped to deal with
involving participants and communicating with their parents.
Ask participants what they expect to learn and confirm if it is part of the
session objectives.

SAY:

The topics and content of this session will help participants to plan a
briefing weekend, as the topics covered here would also need to be
discussed at any briefing weekend.
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2. Participants (Duration: 10 mins)
SAY:

It is important to involve the girls when planning a trip; they should decide
where they want to go and the activities they want to take part in.

DISCUSS:

Discuss with participants what they think should be included in a group
charter, and explain how it is important that everyone on a given trip agrees
to abide by it.
An example of a group charter is shown as an acrostic below. Why not ask
the girls to choose the style of group charter that they would like?
J
Join in activities
A Always try the food
M
Make new friends
B
Behaviour should be good
O
Organisation is key
R
Respect the country
E
Experience everything you can
E
Enjoy yourself!

3. Parents (Duration: 15 mins)
DISCUSS:

Discuss what information needs to be shared with parents, eg anything that
is relevant to their daughter, such as a kit list, cultural issues, but not (for
example) risk assessment.

SAY:

How is this best communicated with the parents?

DISCUSS:

Talk about the points below:
P ways of getting the information across (emails, Facebook, newsletters,
parents’ meetings)
P how to ensure information actually reaches the parents, for example
using a particular colour of paper for letters relating to the trip
P having a home contact, why you have one and who is appropriate. (See
Chapter 3 of Going Away With Guiding, the online Guiding Manual or
search www.girlguiding.org.uk for Emergency Planning Guidance for
International Trips.)

4. Kit list (Duration: 15 mins)
SAY:

Each kit list will vary considerably depending on the destination of the trip –
for example, there is no point taking several jumpers on a service project in
Thailand.
Some parts of the kit list are generic and will apply to any trip. What are
the things to consider when writing a kit list?
Slide 5

SHOW:
Show the PowerPoint slide with the headings below and ask the group to
consider these when doing the following activity.
P Climate
P Culture – Is it acceptable to wear short sleeves? Do you need a headscarf?
P Quantity – This also relates to washing facilities. If you can wash clothes
you can cut down on packing.
P Luggage allowances – Will you need to pay for excess baggage?
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P Specialist equipment – This includes tents and sports equipment. Can
these be distributed among the participants or hired at the destination?
P Purpose of project – Is it to meet the locals or undertake a service
project, trek, sports, sightseeing?
P Valuables – Will you have rules or guidelines about valuables? How are
they to be kept (money belts, divided into several bags etc)?
GIVE:

Hand out the kit list card sets (Activity 1, page 7). Give each group a
country card and ask them to choose what they would take from the kit list
cards and how they would transport it.

SAY:

It is worth asking the girls to bring all their kit with them to a briefing event
before the trip? It will be better to gently explain to a girl then that she
needs to re-think her luggage rather than encountering an inappropriately
sized suitcase at the airport on departure day!

Activity 1:
Kit list cards

5. Fundraising and finance (Duration: 20 mins)
EXPLAIN:

Tips for Leaders
P It is important to talk to the girls regularly about fundraising, so any
problems can be identified and rectified early on. Share ideas and
fundraise as a group to take the pressure off individuals (this also helps
team-building).
P Know exact costs and have a payment plan in place at the beginning of
the trip. Make sure the final payment is well in advance of the trip itself.
P Involve parents and ask them to form a fundraising committee to plan
and organise events. This takes the pressure off Leaders.

DISCUSS:

Talk about fundraising activities. Ask the participants if they have had
successful (and also unsuccessful) fundraising ventures in the past. What
works and what doesn’t?

SAY:

Point the participants to the fundraising pages of the Girlguiding website.
Other organisations can often be a source of support for individuals and
groups. They may be able to provide a monetary donation or a raffle prize.
Discuss with participants what should be included in any letter seeking
support from another organisation.

DISCUSS:

Split the participants into groups and give each group a fundraising
event from the A to Z of fundraising (in the Guide to Fundraising in
the Community document). Ask them to plan the event, considering
permissions, cost, venue etc. Present the event to the other groups.

SAY:

Saying thank you is really important when fundraising. Send a thank you
letter, postcard or a photo to all the people who have supported your
fundraising. Alternatively, you may want to offer to do a presentation of
your trip afterwards.
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DISCUSS:

It is important to consider the use of money while you are away. Ask
participants in what form they would take their money with them and how
they would take care of it while away.
Check the Foreign and Commonwealth Office website (www.fco.gov.uk) to
find out the best way to take money into another country. Recommend that
those on the trip should not use traveller’s cheques, but foreign exchange
(FX) pre-paid cards instead.
Trainers’ note: See the Planning and Preparing session for further
information.

SAY:

Group leaders and girls should familiarise themselves with the foreign
currency beforehand and the exchange rate into pounds.

6. Culture (Duration 30 mins)
SAY:

It is important to consider the cultural differences, aspects and traditions of
the country to be visited.

DISCUSS:

Activity 2:
Hand out sets of customs and countries cards from Activity 2, page 8.
Participants must decide which customs belong to which country and discuss Custom cards
them as a group.

SAY:

Before the trip, contact the embassy of the destination country in the UK
and visit the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) website to find out
about local laws, traditions, culture and regulations.
Additionally, language is an important part of a culture. Learning even a few
words of the local language will get you a long way with the local people.
Set aside a meeting or two, or time at a briefing weekend, to learn some
simple phrases.

SAY:

Culture shock is possible even in Europe but it is manageable. It will affect
participants in different ways and will not affect some at all.

DISCUSS:

Talk about the signs of culture shock, how to spot it and how to deal with it.
Explain the three phases of culture shock:
1. Honeymoon period/excitement.
2. Rejection/withdrawal.
3. Adjustment/enthusiasm.
These stages can manifest themselves in many ways, such as:
P being withdrawn
P going ‘off’ food
P emphasis on their own culture being ‘right’
P tearfulness.
Also discuss reverse culture shock – what happens when travellers get back
home.

GIVE:

Give each group a culture shock scenario (Activity 3, page 9) and ask them
to discuss how they would deal with it. They can then feed back to the
group. Would you have done the same?
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SAY:

It might be a good idea to involve the girls and young women in researching
the customs and cultures of the area they are going to. For example, if a
group is going to India, you could ask one person to research Hinduism, one
person to research Sikhism, one person to research food. At your briefing
weekend everyone could share their research with the group. Then, when
you are on your trip, girls will better understand what they have researched
and this will help the group.

DISCUSS:

Talk over any other questions the participants have.

SAY:

Encouraging trip participants to carry out research about the culture and
traditions of the country they will be visiting will help both Leaders and girls
to deal with the effects of culture shock.

7. Plan a briefing weekend (Duration:10 mins)
SAY:

The topics this session has covered can form the basis for any briefing
weekend you need to plan.
Topics covered included:
P communicating with and involving participants
P communicating with and involving parents
P kit list
P fundraising and finance
P culture
P planning a briefing weekend.

DISCUSS:

If time allows, ask participants to plan a rough outline of a briefing weekend
in groups. Remind them to include ice breakers and ‘getting to know you’
games to make it interactive while they get the information across. Think
about where they would hold a weekend, and if they would invite parents at
the end of it.
Discuss the weekends with the groups and present them if there is time.

8. Summary (Duration: 10 mins)
SAY:

Tell participants what a fantastic experience going abroad with guiding is.

SUMMARISE:

Summarise the session and where they are within the Travelling Abroad
training programme.

ASK:

Inform participants of the dates and times of the next Travelling Abroad
training programme sessions, if known.

Slide 6

Ask the participants if they have questions and respond to them as
appropriate.
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Activity 1: Kit list country and kit list cards
Egypt

Norway

India

Russia

The Bahamas

United States of America

Brazil

Canada

China

New Zealand

Suitcase

Back pack

Jeans 72600844
Tracksuit 33511177
Sleeping bag 6057241
Winter stuff 39033658

Swimming costume

Sun hat

Woolly hat

Hot pants

Jeans

Tracksuit trousers

Flip flops

Trainers

Thick coat

Waterproof coat

Vest top

Strapless top

Clothing 63791620

Jeans 72600844
Tracksuit 33511177
Sleeping bag 6057241
Winter stuff 39033658
Clothing 63791620
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Winter stuff 39033658
Clothing 63791620

Jeans 72600844
Tracksuit 33511177
Sleeping bag 6057241
Winter stuff 39033658

Jewellery

Make-up

Clothing 63791620

Jeans 72600844
Tracksuit 33511177
Sleeping bag 6057241
Winter stuff 39033658
Clothing 63791620

Large mirror

Socks

Underwear

Stilettos

Sleeping bag

Groundsheet

Scarf

Woolly gloves

Slippers

Walking boots

Mini skirt

Maxi skirt

Polo shirt

T-shirt

Hoodie

Jumper

Cardigan

Rugby shirt

Shorts

Cropped trousers

7
7241
3658

20
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Activity 2: Customs cards (matched with the correct answers)
A ‘thumbs up’ symbol is considered to be
a rude and offensive gesture.

Greece

Spitting at a newborn baby three times is considered lucky.

Greece

Residents of this country avidly consume a
hot drink made from boiled leaves.

UK

It is rude to wear shoes inside the house –
in fact, many people even have a special pair of
shoes to switch into in order to drive their car.

Japan

The symbol created by holding your thumb and
index finger touching in a circle means ‘okay’.

USA

It is rude to point with your index finger.

The Middle East

The symbol created by your thumb
and index finger touching is obscene.

Brazil, Germany

The symbol created by your thumb
and index finger touching means ‘zero’.

France

It is considered highly rude to pour your
own drink. Pour the drink of your companion
and he will pour yours for you.

China

The symbol created by your thumb and
index finger touching means ‘money’.

Japan

It is rude to show the soles of your feet.

Thailand

Shaking your head means ‘yes’.

India

Picking your nose in public is
perfectly acceptable behaviour.

China

When children hear thunder they cover their belly-button.

Japan

It is rude for a woman to sit cross-legged inside a house.

Mongolia
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Activity 3: Culture shock scenarios
Your group arrives at camp on your trip to Tanzania and the first task is to
prepare dinner – the only problem is that the chicken you are supposed to be
eating is still running around in a pen!
On your service project you arrive at the school where you are to be teaching
English, only to find that it is a small shack with no proper windows and only a
few basic pieces of furniture. Some of the girls are upset by this and refuse to
go inside.
You are halfway through the project and your meal is yet again plain rice and
chicken, which is all you have had to eat for the past two weeks. Moreover,
one of the members of your group is vegetarian so she has just been eating
rice.
The country you are visiting has a very different attitude towards women than
you are used to. You are ignored in conversations, there is no eye contact and
it is not safe or accepted for a group of women to be out without a supervisory
male.
You have been told you will be picked up at a particular time but hours later
no one has come to pick you up. You have no idea where you are supposed to
be going so you cannot make your own way there. Finally someone arrives with
a battered jeep and not enough seats for all of you.
You are in a country where none of your group speaks the local language
and you are pretty sure there is some bad news about something but can’t
understand what it might be. No one is making an effort to fill you in on the
details.
You land in a new country, very excited about your trip, but to your dismay you
find that only half of your group’s bags have arrived. Your first destination is a
remote village where there aren’t any shops to buy replacement items.
You are the leader of a group of eight members of The Senior Section travelling
together. One person in your group is constantly phoning and texting her family
at home to sort out personal issues and to report back on what the group had
been up to – including personality clashes within the team. As a result the
participant is the most homesick person in the team.
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You arrive at your ‘hotel’ and realise you are staying in a run-down tower block
with damp, mouldy-smelling walls and tatty bedcovers.
You arrive at camp and discover that the only way to wash is in the communal
sauna. The toilets are also a communal affair with a long plank of wood over a
pit.
You have arrived in country expecting to get picked up from the airport, but
no one is there. It is 4am and you cannot get hold of any of the contacts you
have. You don’t speak the language and can’t read the signs.
You are on a European jamboree and you were told food is included. You’re
in the middle of a forest, miles from anywhere. Each day your camp gets a
food delivery, which is a box of tin cans. For some reason some tins don’t have
labels and those that do are in a language you don’t understand and don’t
have a picture. Those in your team who are vegetarian or need to be on a
gluten-free diet keep asking if the food is suitable for them. When you open
the tins generally you find tinned potatoes, meat and fish with bones. At the
last leader meeting you asked if you would be getting fresh vegetables soon
and everyone looked at each other, looked embarrassed and just shook their
heads.
You are at a jamboree in Iceland. There are lots of Guides and Scouts and as
it is summer it never gets dark. You are finding it hard to sleep because of the
noise (particularly from the Scouts next door). When you confront the group
and ask who has been making the noise they point to some of the Scouts.
Apparently they all go to Scout jamborees to stay up all night and party!
You are at a jamboree in Sweden and it is brought to your attention by your
members of The Senior Section that some of the other groups from other
European countries are not following camp rules. When you ask to speak to the
leaders of the groups involved you are surprised to find out that the leaders
are around the same age as some of your girls and don’t seem prepared to
rectify the situation.
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